
 In 1973, Jack Amsell returned home to south-
ern California from fighting in the Vietnam War. 
During his time of service, he learned the military 
version of Tae Kwon Do (TKD) from the Korean 
combat-trained army instructors. That version of 
TKD was very realistic and focused on true self-
defense which was quite different from the training 
offered in the U.S. at the time.
 To continue his training, Amsell decided to train 
with Master Chan-Yong Kim. Training with Kim 
required learning Kim’s specialty, Yudo, the Korean 
form of Judo. It changed Amsell’s total perception 
regarding the study of martial arts. 
TKD’s self-defense techniques or 
hosinsool, emphasized strikes, kicks 
and takedowns, whereas Yudo includ-
ed grappling, throws, and chokes in its 
repertoire of techniques.
 Because Amsell conducted an employees’ martial 
arts training program, one day a female coworker 
came up to him and asked if he would teach her 
some self-defense techniques. She revealed that 
that she had been accosted in a college parking lot 
and froze up in terror. Even though she was saved 
because the attack was interrupted by a passerby, 
she was completely traumatized by the experience. 
Amsell explained that, as traditional martial arts 
classes are more focused on personal growth, regu-
lar classes are not really suited for true self-defense. 
She then exclaimed, “Are you going to just leave me 
unprotected?” That comment committed him to 
action, and his women’s self-defense program was 
born.
 Many people wonder whether self-defense class-
es really help. Amsell believes that most do not. His 
daughter, Lisa, conducts their special women’s self-
defense program. They explain that in their classes 

about seventy-five percent of the time is dedicated 
to the psychological component of self-defense. The 
Amsells feel that in a course that focuses primar-
ily on techniques, students are not prepared for a 
successful defense. This is due to the fact that many 
programs are taught by martial arts instructors who 
try to apply their techniques to defense.
 According to the Amsells , there are several 
reasons why pure martial art techniques fail. First, 
attackers, whether muggers or acquaintances, are 
not honorable people. Traditional martial arts prac-
titioners learn to fight in an honorable way. Second, 

many martial art techniques are just too complex to 
be perfected by the occasional self-defense student. 
Third, women are not socialized to be able to hurt 
another person. Cultural biases are very difficult to 
change. Finally, and most importantly, the majority 
of courses taught currently are not realistic. Con-
cepts like “model mugging,” the wearing of padding 
and protection by attackers, is just not a valid train-
ing method. According to the Amsells, “The pad-
ding is not for realism. It is to protect the attacker.”
 Protective equipment seems like a good idea. 
The attackers wear protection, so the women can 
go all out. In fact, that is a misconception. Yes, the 
women do go all out on a padded attacker, but what 
about an attacker who is not padded? The Amsells’ 
experience is that most women freeze up. Also, they 
believe that training with a padded attacker does 
not give the right visual cues to a potential defender. 
In their program, attackers wear no protection 
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other than a groin cup. Their specially trained mock 
attackers push the women around, choke them, 
wrestle them to the ground and hold them until 
they escape. Those mock attackers are trained to 
take a beating without hurting the women. The 
Amsells believe that such training is very hard to 
implement, but it is effective.
 It is critical to understand that an attack against 
a woman is not sexual but an act of violence. Few 
people understand the psychology of violence is 
mostly about control. Attackers use violence to ei-
ther control another person, or it is as an emotional 
reaction to a feeling of a loss of control. Violence is a 
great equalizer to an attacker. The Amsells’ train-
ing program uses only women instructors that use 
techniques more often used by therapists.
 Mary Sorensen, one of the instructors, notes that 
several years ago that they discovered that about 
fifty-percent of the women in their classes were try-
ing to work through some past abusive experience. 
As a result, they modified the course to give psycho-
logical support to those attendees. Consequently, 
other students benefited from knowing about the 
traumatic experiences suffered by their classmates. 
The course became more about empowering women 
than about teaching plain self-defense. 

ABOUT THE AMSELLS: Master Jack Amsell was introduced 
to the arts at an early age and trained in yoga, Kendo, and Sho-
tokan Karate. As a young man, he served in Vietnam and there 
began his study of Tae Kwon Do. He currently holds a seventh-
degree black belt.
 Sabumnim Lisa Amsell followed in her father’s footsteps and 
began studying the martial arts at a very early age. She has train-
ing in TKD, Judo, Jujitsu, Aikido, Hapkido, and Kendo. She has 
been teaching at American Moo-Do Kwan since 1992 and is the 
Senior Instructor under her father. She has been teaching the 
Women’s Self-Defense & Empowerment Course since 1994. She 
currently holds a fifth-degree black belt. 

For more information on the Amsells and their revolutionary 
women’s self-defense program, visit americanmoodokwan.com. 

Key 
concepts

Women must not be victims. Law 
enforcement authorities emphasize 

that avoiding trouble is more effective 
than trying to escape from it.

Have a sense of self-sacrifice. If you 
plan to defend yourself, then you 

must be prepared to get injured or 
even killed in the effort.

If you must defend yourself then have 
full commitment. Once you have 

decided that self-defense is necessary 
then you cannot stop until you escape 
or the attacker is disabled or killed.
Every woman has the right to de-
fend herself. This is one of the more 
difficult points for women to ac-

cept. There are a multitude of stories 
about women who allowed a partner 

to abuse them, even to death.
No one has the right to touch you 
without your permission. This is a 

very difficult cultural bias for women 
to overcome.
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